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Platforms Promise Heated ASB C
Robinson, Sturgeon, Miller Seek
Presidency In May 1-2 Election
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Short Budget Hurts
Audio-Visual Services
By HUGH McGRAW
The increased demands for audio-visual facilities at San Jose
State has forced the Service Center to close its doors to service requests.
According to Coordinator Thomas B. Clemens, the Audio-Visual
Service will continue to offer the
use of facilities, but instructors
and professors will have to find
their own operators. This applies
only to those who did not make
reservations before March 1.
INCREASED DEMANDS
Clemens said that demands for
service have increased 47 per cent
over last spring semester. "We had
no way of knowing how much of
an increase there would be," said
Clemens, "except by estimating
the natural growth of the college."
While there was about a 30 per
cent increase in faculty, the requests at the Center doubled.
The Center has been receiving
new and better equipment and materials. according to Clemens, and
this has increased the popularity
of audio-visual aids.
FILED REQUESTS
"We received an increase in our
budget this year," said Clemens,

APPROVED EVACUATION

"but it just didn’t turn out to be
enough and we ran through our
budget before the semester was
over." The service has several
hundred requests on file which
they will fulfill for the remainder
of the semester.

Dance Draws
3000 People
Nearly 3000 people attended the
spring forma 1, "Suddenly It’s
Spring," last Saturday evening,
Gordon Casskia, Social Affairs
Committee chairman reported to
Student Council yesterday.
A budget of $120 for a Student
Council retreat, May 17, was approved at the council meeting.
The retreat, which will be held
at Adobe Creek Lodge, will be attended by approximately 45 people, including new and old council
members, faculty and administration. The retreat is planned to orlent new members of council into
the duties and responsibilities of
the council.

By BILL PHILLIPS
Campaign promises flowed like
wine yesterday.
And if they’re keptthere’ll bei
some changes made at San Joss
NO. 113 State nest year.
ASB presidential hopefuls Dc
Robinson, BIN Sturgeon and Chuck
Millet- submitted their platforms
for the May 1-2 election to The
Spartan Daily.
The promises range from bringing "more professional entertainment like Don Sherwood here" to
enlarging the Student Court to
"19 or 20" members.
Proposals for added entertainment came from Sturgeon and
Miller. who both said Sheruood’s
show was a "great success," although not financially.
"His debut was an experiment
for SJS, which proved to be very
popular for students, although the
ASH lost about $135," Sturgeon
said.
"We have shown in the past
that we can support big name
entertainment. The program set
up by the Social Affairs Committee to bring more professional entertainment to our campus should

Officials Term Drill
Neat, Cooperative;
Evacuation Smooth
San Jose State students and instructors performed what local Civil Defense bosses Dr. Thomas C.
F:sselstyn and Dr. Frank G. Willey
called an "orderly and cooperative
Yesterday’s earthquake drill came as a surprise to some people.
drill" yesterday.
Dr. Gerald Forbes, associate professor of journalism. heard 1401111e The drill, called to train college
ohe yell "fire," and looked for the nearest exit, a oindow. He was
people in disaster control, began
unhurt.Spartafoto.
promptly at 1:45 p.m.
The Journalism Building, The
Spartan Daily and the Commercial
I Wing were supposedly damaged by
fire. All students and faculty were
evacuated from the buildings.
"Some students and instructors
to
probably
g
caught flat-footed on
this drill," said Dr. Willey. -These
school front which they come
are the hardway boys. They don’t
and SJS students will speak to
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, assistant protake heed until in an actual diseach group. Dean Martin ha a exfessor of psychology, will speak aster
tended an invitation to SJS stuThe earthquake drill was used
dents to join any of the groups, on the topic "Feudin’, Fussin’ and
especially If they come from Fightiti " tonight af 7:30 in CH - because of this area’s location in
an earthquake belt, according to
Santa Clara County high schools. 150.
Dr. Wayne Kartchner, Physical
The day will be concluded by
Dr. Ogilvie’s talk will be the
Science Department head. He said
another general assembly at which
second
in
a
series
of
Student
Y
that indications are that the San
Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of students, will give an illustrated talk sponsored public lecture-discus- Andreas Fault, which runs near
entitled "Inside San Jose State sion series entitled, "Let’s Get San Jose. is due to re -settle any
time and bring an earthquake.
College." His talk will explain the Married."
A full report of the drill will be
history, traditons and curriculum
"As a psychologist associated
compiled, according to Dr. Willey.
of SJS.
with two other SJS staff mem- He said it is hoped that an evaluabers in an off-campus counseling tion will show the way to better
clinic. Dr. Ogilvie speaks from the disaster control on campus
experience of counseling with married couples whose marriages are
threatened because of the personState Sen. Donald I.. Grunsky
ing some SJS models to put her ality factors or emotional imma(R-Watmonville) will speak toturity of one or both partners,"
point across.
said the Rev. Jim Martin, Student night at ’7:30 in 5142.
KOED’S complete schedule:
lie sits elected to the AssemI :30Washington Square Matinee. Y adviser.
Following his lecture. Dr. Ogil- bly in 1947 and I. the Senate
Laurel and Hardy star in
vie will lead an informal discus- In 1932.
"Chickens Come Home."
The talk is sponsored by local
sion on questions submitted by the
2:30 -Campus Carousel. Variety,
Young Republicans.
3:00--Arthur Godfrey Time, From audience.

High School Seniors Visit Campus; Dr. Ogilvie To Talk
Manta! Feuding
Learn SJS Traditions Curriculum ’lInOnStudent
Y Series

Approximately 1000 Santa Clara County high school seniors are
on campus today to become acquainted with SJS, its students,
faculty and administration, according to Robert S. Martin, associate
dean of students.
They are students Interested
In 5.15 who are here for a general orientation program dealing
vvith curriculum and extracurriculum activities.
A general assembly at which the
students were scheduled to be
greeted by Pres. John T. Wahlquist and ASH Pres. Don Ryan
was slated to open the day’s pro-

gram. A film entitled -A View
from the Tower" also was to be
shown.
Following the asembly. departmental visits will be held. They
will give students an opportunity
to visit two departments in which
they are interested. Members of
the departments will explain
course work and tell of vocational
opportunities in each field.
Luncheon will be held at 12:30
on the lawn in front of the Women’s Gym. The students will
be grouped according to the high

TV Station Makes Final Telecast
Students To Read Duino, Luceti Set Pace
Modern Literature
In Program Today
Seven oral interpretation students will read various selections
from modern literature in this afternoon’s Reading Hour program
at 4 in SD114.
Joann McFarland will read Edna
St. Vincent MiIlay’s poem, "The
Suicide." and Marilyn Streeter will
present a short recital, including
several selections from works of
the same Poet.
Vachel Lindsay’s romantic poem,
"The Congo." will be read by Marvin Harmon and Theresa Kobe),
while Bryan Misselbrook will read
Carl MacLeigh’s "Memorial Rain"
and Eberhart’s "Ground Hog."
The part of the program devoted to mystical literature will include selections from "Jesus. The
Son of Man" by the Hindu author
Kahlll Gibran, well known for his
writings in the philosophical field
and internationally famous for
"The Prophet."
Prose will occupy the third part
of the program with ()henry’s saGreat piece, "The Marry Month of
May," being read by Sara Shaw.
and William F’atilkner’s "Sunset"
being interpreted by Gordon
Laughlin.
The students are members of
oral interpretation classes taught
by Dr. Dorothy Hadley. asststant
professor of speech and education:
?sirs Noreen Mitchell, assistant
professor of ppeech: and Dr. Lawrence Mouat: professor of speech.
The admission free program is
one of the regular series of Reading Hours sponsored by the oral
leading classes of the Speech and
Drama Depat =ctn.

One of SJS’ cluster of closed
circuit TV stations makes its final
telecast today in the Speech and
Drama TV studio, according to Assistant Producer Marcy Kessler.
On "Sneak Preview," some of
the entries in the upcoming Pushcart Relays will get its first public airing. Ivan Paulsen and Joe
Makham also will visit with MC
Jay alichiels to plug the Speech
and Drama Department’s upcoming play, "Italian Straw Hat."
Miss Dolores Keywood. assistant
director of the Powers Model Agency in San Jose. will talk about
"visual poise" with hostess Gail
MeltOn on "Woman’s World." us-

be cantinued. 1:1, 5,(‘ 1.
ily
would be prostitute for the moil talninent of our students. but
would be giving favorahic pub.
Hefty to our school," stated Sturgeon.
Robinson favors enlarging the
present 15 -member
o.’nt
Council to "about is iir 20
people." He claims this tillpermit more catapult Krimps to
have voting representation.
Robinson indicated he ss ould
want these representatives from
these groups on the proposed
council:
Ii Religous Council
2i Panhellenic Council
31 Special interest groups
41 Independent Boarding
Houses
51Scholastic representat es
Sturgeon said the best way to
stimulate student government at
SJS is to create a "Student Council Newsletter.
"It might be costly, but it would
do the job."
The 20-year-old business major
said the newsletter would be sent
to all organization presidents.
(This would be.about 180).

CBS network.
3:30Woman’s World. Fashions
and feminine charm tips.
4:00American Bandstand. Music
from the ABC network.
4:30- Sylvia and Pup. Flick goes
to join the Giants.
5:00Sneak Preview. Upcoming
campus events.
5:30 Signoff.

State Senator Speaks

GOODBYE
SYLVIE’

world wire

Compiled from United Press
IIR,LsINKIThe United States activities, was free to fly home
today unless Washington specifiEmbassy here said yesterday
liam Heikkila, 51 -year-old Finnish - cally ordered his return held up.
horn draftsman deported from the
United States for past Communist
WASHINGTONPresident Eisenhower scoffed yesterday at
charges his defense reorganization
plan could some day lead to oneThe State Legislature last
night gave final apprm al to the man dictatorship over the armed
1958-39 California State budget.. forces.
Ile told his news conference that
Included In the budget, which
now goes to Gov. Goodwin 4. it would make just as much sense
Knight, Is a 21 million dollar to say that Congress might sudcapital outlay’ and operational denly go nuts and abolish the
whole Defense Department.
budget for sits.
$45’ part of the highly controversial budget was given apWASHINGTONLiving cost hit
proval several weeks ago and another all-time high iii March,
there has been no opposition to the government reported yesterit since. The entire state budget, day.
however, had to be approved en
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
toto, thus the technical delay In reported that reeord high food
final approval in San .10.1f. price, pushed living costs ahead
State’s segment.
by seven -tenths Of one per cent
during March.

Budget Approved

SJ State
Expanding
Dynamically
By BOB PETERSON

DR. MA STON
. . . new deoartment head

Dr. Girard
To Take Over
In H & H Dept.
Dr Marston Girard will succeed
Dr. Charlotte E. Wilcox as head of
the Department of Health and Hygiene effective Sept. 1, Pres John
T. Wahlquist announced yesterday.
Dr. Girard joined the SJS faculty last September as an associate professor. Dr. Wilcox, who
has resigned from the faculty, replaced Miss Margaret Twombly in
September of 1956.
The new department head nits
born in Tulare 39 years ago and
was edlleat,(1
at
lligh
School, Reilttood City tool SIM
Ile atMilt 1’0 Junior College.
tended Stanford 1 olversIty front
1938 to 1940 and the. 1 niverslty
of California at lierhelry from
1940 to 1942, where he received
an A.R. degree Iii 1942.
Ile served as a captain in the Air
Force, from 1942 to 1946, in the
Eastern Defense Command and at
Tucson, Ariz., where he was an
aerial navigation instructor
Dr. Girard was school health
consultant for the Kern County,
schools. 1940-52. In 1952 be joined
the faculty of Stanford University
as an assistant prof esso r. lie
taught at the University of Oregon last summer
Dr. Girard also lias the distinction of being one of Stanford’s
all-time athletic greats. He held
the Pacific Coast mile aecoril in
19:39 and was Ft member of the
two-mile relay team which set a
world’s mark in 1940. Ile competed
with the San Francisco Olympic
Club track team until 1.049.
Dr. Chard and Mrs. Girard, who
live in Palo Alto, are the parents
I
of five sons.

Concert Tonight

Sylvia Clrone ass goodbye to 1.114 1 the impiwt as he 11.11%141 to
join the "(an Franetwo Giants tn KOLD’s -sy-lt ia and Pup" today
at 4:30. cameraman is Alex Zaninl and directing is Mel Aglow.
spartafoto by SibaIit

It would coil am a svriOusis of
the week’s events in the Student
Council, a copy of Student Council minutes and most important,
a list of any pending committee
appointment. he stated.
"This Is the best way I can
think of for informing the now
poorly eommtinicated students."
lie added that a fen years ago
the proposal cam,’ up in Student
Council hot nothing ever was
done about it.
"There’s no use caving student
government if it isn’t informed.
Representation by studen ta must
few
not be limited to lust
groups."
Sturgeon said he hopes SJS’ new
athletic program will be able to
support itself.
"We as students have spent
$20,0110 this past year in tootball;
we should keep our eyes on the
program this coming year. Following our new set of Pthletic
rules, and with financial aid from
the new Spartan Foundation, our
football program should be able
to carry itself financially in the
future," he commented.

San Jose State
. . . "A
growing, dynamic institution always doing new things."
Lowell Pratt, director of public
relations, thus sums up the college.
which Jost last year celebrated Its
centennial anniversary. This, and
other facts about the college, will
he pointed out to the 1000 high
school students taking part in
Visitation Day today,
Established In San Franelaro In
18.57, the college hits been located
on its present campus since MI,
Pratt added that it is now a liberal
arts college, which emphasizes not
only vocational training in many
fields, hut also broad training in
the humanities. SJS is authorized
to grant B A., 13E., B.S. and M.A.
and M.S. degrees.
"With an enrollment of more
than 12.000 students, regular and
limited, the college is one of the
largest institutes of higher education," stated C. Grant Burton, executive dean.
Burton added, "On the existing
campus are some of the finest
buildings to he found in any college or university. Take the Speech
and Drama Department with its
fine theaters, the new science addition with up-to-date laboratories
and its extensho equipment, or the
Engineering Building with its wellequipped laboratories and special
facilities."
Continuing, Burton told of the
Music Ituilding with its fine auditorium and its individual rnuale
practice moms, the college library
with its light, pleasant reading and
study areas. not to mention the
tradition behind the Inner Quad
and the Tower Building, is building
which gives evidence to the fact
that SJS is the oldest of the state
colleges.
Through the 1:i1; and 1955 Ii,.
cal budget. a $2.u.133,;340 capital
0twy was authorized by the state
in which thirteen new buildings.
six of them dormitor tea are to be
added to SJS during the next three
. SJS continues to expand,
years
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Feeling feverish
about Spring?
Cool off
in a pair of
Roos Bermuda
Shorts! The
longest selection
of short pants
tr., town From a
brief 4.95
to the veddy
smart flannels
at 11.95!

Featuring SJS sophomore Stanley Skrohicki-TIce. and Willow
Glen High School sophomore char lea Rudd. the San Jose Junior
Symphony will perform tonight at
In the Concert Hall.
Tice will play Mozart’s Concerto !
In F. Flat for Waldhorn. and Rudd
f al . ,
r
will he heard in the Concerto in A
Minor for Clarinet.
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’Sack or Peace’Adla7

Misery in Pakistan
KmtAciu, i IT, More

than
raging
polities 10,000 person have died in a
smallpox epidemic In East Pakisfor a few minutes yesterday to
tan since Jan. I, the Pakistan Red
comment on the sack dreas and
Cross said today,
Marilyn Monroe. Separately.
Red Crags General Secretary
lie said American women could So lilac Ali Khan said thousands
stricken and the
Make a contribution to peace now more hose been
is still out of control.
by adopting the motto "Peace or epidemic
the Sack" kis/ as women of ancient Sparta, in the Greek play
RENT A
,3141"Lysistrata," withheld their favors
TYPEWRITER
from their husbands until they
5 I C.
STUDIPIT
quit fighting a war.
"
3MONTHS
RATE
"An egghead is one who calls
MACHINES
BUSINESS
NEDY
KEN
Marilyn Monroe Mrs Arthur
CV 2 1l)1
Or
’,AN FERNANDO
ler." he quipped.
WASHINGTON, I Ul’i

Adlai

E. Stevenson side-stepped

Daily Comment
Editorial

’Playing’ for Keeps
The most prepublicized disaster
Hazel came off without a hitch and

since Hurricane
without enthus-

iaun yesterday.

previous wars fought on our soil, we don’t seem
to take Civil Defense seriously. The attitude seems
to be either:
"Why get excited? There’s no real threat!" or
"If a bomb hits. I’m going to be killed anyway,
so why bother? ’
Thee first position, in today’s threatening world,
is nothing short of fatal folly. The second is little

There were no roads clogged with panicky refugees, no wild scrambling for cover, and no messy
deaths or injuries.
Instead, the scene was marked by a bored
group of sh,dents milling out of the "blazing
Journalism Building at I:45 p.m
Fleeing
some in such panic that they
the
quickened their gait to a shuffle

Holocaust

and

eyes away fro-- the pages of the
read as they left. One professor

up shop on th grass.
In other buildings, students self-consciously
crawled under their desks, making classrooms look
like scenes of hide-and-seek orgies.
One prof we know of laughed and joked during the time of peril, sharing his class members’
disdain for such goings-on.
As those Democrats are fond of saying, there
just wasn’t ary sense of urgency.
This was, of course, only a preliminary test to
find out how people would follow instructions. Expert observers took note of how fast people got
out of buildings, and of the adequacy of exits.
A valuable report on the results will be forthcoming.
The drill also was successful in that it shed some
light upon our attitude toward Civil Defense: apathy.
Lulled into complacency partly by our physical
isolation from the inflamed parts of the world and

The TravellersSJS Trio
Making Big Musical Splash

afterward the bass
a better picture of how people will act if theu’re
After a month of futile search- singing wife left the group.
caught unawares. A few long blasts on our air raid
The tun remaining members
ing he came up with Linda Pitts,
siren might have some interesting results.
Yesterday’s little exercise was less exciting than a brown -haired honey from San declined an offer by the Purple
Onion in San Francito.c. (The
a grammar school fire drill. But our attitudes to- ’Lorenzo. Miss Pitts had seen
Kingston Trio, which recently
ward such charades might be a matter of life or Walls’ advertisement in the Feb.
death when the -drill" turns out to be the real 21 issue of the Spartan Daily ... appeared on t’la hOiisc 90, had
finished their engagement at the
thing.
"Girl singer for a professional folk
’Onion’ and ree ...... nended Walls
and calypso group wanted."
and Chung.

* * Quick Quips * *

She hadn’t answered the ad,
"Because I didn’t think I would be
good enough." Twelve other SJS
Richard Hartesseldt assktant professor of bioloutside the park to drink in the scenery. Th
- -eY coeds had responded to the ad;
shouldn’t be able to stop at bars in the park to but when Walls heard Miss Pitts
ogy and scienee education: Students in Conservation
110 were taking notes on Yosemite Valley when drink in something else. too!"
singing in an alto voice on the
Music Department stage, he did
the instructor commented on the tourists in the
Dr. Robert Woodward, assistant professor of the
asking. She accepted.
area when he was a park ranger. "For one thing English: An American Literature class was getting
there are regulations that prohibit the cutting of seated when the bell rang for class to start. The
Walls, a junior, and Miss Pitts,
trees or breaking of limbs for firewood. When a class kept moving -around. Then after the second a sophomore, are complemented by
limb finally breaks off a tree you can hear the bell a third rang out "That’s in case you didn’t the bass voice of Vic Chung, a
stampede of 100U feet. Sometimes a limb doesn’t hear the first time."
Stanfordite. Chung usually sings
even hit the ground.
the lead on fast calypso numbers,
-Anothar problem is that of campers and sanDr. Earl Campbell, professor of political science:
Known as "The Travellers,"
itation. I know of one instance where a person A class in city government was hearing a lecture Walls said the group has performfound a manhole and removed the cover and pitch- on the points of permanent registration for voting.’ ed before Sigma K.ippa, Alpha Phi
ed his tunt right over it This %s ay he had a built- "If you don’t vote you are required to register’ and Kappa Kappa Gamma sororiin bathroom."
again. If you move out of the district you mast ties here. The group will open at
Commercialization was another factor mention- register in the new district. It you die you’re dis- the Opera Ring in San Francisco
ed by the instructor. "Many tourists come from qualified."
Sunday at 5 p.m., and will continue
playing there each Sunday until
the semester ends.
Walls, a drama major, plays a
Special
Spanish guitar while (’hung, an
accounting major, provides music
CHEF’S CLUB STEAK
via electric guitar. Miss Pitts, at
Editor:
Soup. vegetable, potatoes, bread and butter
For many s-iii’-sters there have 5 ft. 41 in., stands between the two
ben attempts at starting a sports 5 ft. 10 in. men during numbers
car club on this campus. This time to add the proper feminine touch.
Walls, who also formed a trio
lets make it more than an at tempt. There are enough cars an while attending Oregon State Colcampus to make a club as strong lege, met Chung at the "Crackas any college sports car club in
the state. If we start now, we can
S
545 S. 2nd St. Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
have a few touts, rally and gymkhana schools and good discussions
before the semester is over Entered as ,econd crest ’,leiter April
Enough of this good weather has 24. I934, at San Jose, Calif.. undr the
been wasted. Let’s get together act of March 3, 1879. Member Colifori
by
Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
for an organizational meeting at nia
Puplished daily by Associated Students
2:30. p.m. today in the Student of San Jose State College. except Sat.
Union. If you can’t make it bur urday and Sunday. during college year
391 E. SANTA CLARA
are interested, leave yor name, ad- with one issue during each final es.
period.
dress, and telephone number with arn;nafion
CV 4.64 14EditorialExt. 210. Adv. 211.
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STATE SHELL SERVICE
PARKING’ ,( 0"/ Featuring All-New
If late for school ’SHELL’

TC P

we’ll park your car.

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

MAYFAIR

more defensible. It seems highly
unlikely that any aggressor would
Three more talented Spartan.. add their names to the musical
roll call. Vie I hung, Linda Pitts and Byron Walls (I -F). known
want to wipe us completely from
as the Tres..ilers %sill open at the Opera Ring in San Francisco.
the face of the earth; there would
April 27. Shoup. will tw presented each Sunday starting at 3 p.m.
be no c-,ze to capture. Chances are, as at HiroSpartafoto by Doug 111111
shima and Nagasaki, that there would be survivors. Whether we survive an atomic attack depends
in part on whether we know how to. Civil Defense
training can teach us this if we’re willing to learn.
And CD can do much more than it’s doing now;
building bomb shelters and stocking away large
food supplies would save many additional lives.
As for San Jose State’s own part in this big
Police forces often start a man- tioz- in Redwood City. When they
picture, we’re glad to hear that some future test
hunt.
Byron Walls added to this met. Walls had a "pop" group and
will come as a surprise to the campus. Its fine and
Chung was playing folk songs and
dandy to tell people how to act in an emergency by starting a new innovationa
calypso. They merged, but soon
and to test their reactions. But one certainly gets woman hunt
player and his

their
turned
magazines they

momentari’y

Show Slate

For Added Power

complete
LUBRICATION AND AUTO MAINTENANCE
TUNE-UP
BRAKE WORK
Across from the Stud( nt Un ,rr

FOURTH and SAN FERNA4D0

After the aforementioned scurry
through coed names, faces and
voices, Miss Pitts was added.
"Lonesome Traveler", appropriately, is one of the calypso numbers in the group’s repertoire.
A Spanish song v.as played to
the delight of this reporter and
consternation of Doug Hill, who
took the accompanying photo. Hill
stated to the trio that seer to
have notes running through their
veins along with blood), "Please
hold still while I take the picture."
The did. The shutter on the
camera snapped. Plunk, plunk
vsent the guitars again. A number of pies were snapped. The
group gathered up guitars, gut tar eases and books for the trek
to Palo Alto for its Heidelberg
Club performance.

Walls hunted "high and low" before he found Pitts. Then converted her to one of "The Travellers"
and took her to Heidelberg.

FordJock

Chandler

Orson WellsJff

10 40

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"COWBOY"
GIrin

Woodward

"Man In A Shadow"

"Cowboy"
6.59

"Long Hof Summer"
Anthony FrnciosaJoan

lemmon

growl

"THE BIG BEAT"
GOGI GRANT and
ALL STAR CAST

STUDIO
"THE BROTHERS
KARAMAZOV"
Vail Brynnr
Claire BloomMaria

BRANDO.CU
mANMARTIN

UA
CliVainA.A.ScC510E

THEATRE
San Jose

The story
of the birth
of rhythm

A44

and blues!
Clf. 7-10.60
New
ALEC GUINNESS FILM

"All At Sea"
plus

"The Swan"
G. Kelly

A. Guinnss

.11.1.3

ST:LOUIS
BLUES’

"The Miller’s
Beautiful Wife"
and
S. Loren

V. dSica

"Panic in the
Parlor"

GIRLS, DO YOU KNOW?

SAVE MONEY
on

GAS and OIL

PACIFIC TELEPHONE S RECRUITER

Second and Williams

MRS. RAMONA EGAN
WILL BE ON CAMPUS

5’7" or

You’ll
k

TUESDAY, APRIL 29 TO INTERVIEV

Are

Over
Find

FOR SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE POSITIONS

Sportswear
\

Skirts
D

illoosrts

Make an appointment

Csifs

Swim

ci

%LI
iL2AIT’OC:1\
UNION T -307e

SAHARA OIL CO.

If You

Schel/

Suits

at

the

PLACEMENT OFFICE

et
THE

TALL
GIRL

fi Pacific Telephone

31 E. San Antonio
Bet .0 and 2nd

BARGAIN
Engraved College Stationervo. one and get another at V, pricy
pal and
take adrantage of this deal

Get together with a

See Our Special

.

MOTHER’S DAY DISPLAY
Mother’s Day Is on May Ilfh
Mother’s Day Gifts Now Available

Spartan Book Store
"right on campus"

-777:71P",1,77.7777.77777:777717-7.
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’IT’S YOUR NECK’

Pre4141 gox Chatter
By JOHN SALAMIDA ... SPORTS EDITOR
The spirit of Sparta prevailed recently in the form of two determined San Jose State judoists Stan Svensen and Larry Stuefloten.
Desiring to compete in the recent National AAU judo tournament
in Chicago, but short of funds to make the trip, the two local athletes
decided to hitch -hike their way to the national event.

iKerosene Club Meets Gamma Phi
Tonight in Intramural Semi-Final
114 ( ONSAD MI ELLER
The titanic before the titanic
enthusiasts
the one the ’mural
base been waiting for %till fake
place tonight at /4 pm when the
undefeated Kerosene Club tangles
with the undefeated ()amnia Phi,
Beta squad in the seniefinals of
independent basketball tilay

Two Week Journey . . .
A distance of more than 5000 miles was covered by the pair on
their two-week trek. Stan and Larry decided to make the trip long
ago and saved money to pay their expenses When the time earn.. to
leave, thy discovered that they had only $90 each, enough fur a plane
top one way.
Both junior class pollee majors, the pair decided to hitchhike to Chicago and use the money to purchase plane tickets for
the return trip. They bought the plane tickets before leaving.
The local aspirants for national judo honors left SJS Saturday,
March 29, the first day of Spring vacation. SJS student Peter Graves
drove the pair to Bakersfield to get them started on what was to be
a successful and thrilling trip.
With two weeks remaining until the start of the national tourney, they began their first unsuccessful attempt to hitch a ride. Each
carried a sleeping bag and two suitcases and wore a San Jose State
block award sweater.
At Bakersfield, Stan and Larry tried for four hours to obtain a
ride East. In desperation Stan went to the local hobo jungle where
one of the inhabitants told him that a train was leaving in a short
while, traveling East.

Both the Gasnma Phi Beta so rarity and the Kerosene Town
Slaloms for independent basketball, solleyball and wrestling
have been extended until Friday.
according to Bob Brennan. director of intramural sports.
To date, four teams has e signed tip for softball. hut Brunt-en
feels that at least ids teams
would he needed to make a
strong league.
Interested men may obtain
fomis from the office in the
91en’s Gym.
- I
tonight’s game to root the home
ised
and Country Club base pr
a good sized representation at

First Train Ride . . .

Their first train ride, in an open air coal car, carried them to
;
Stan . venoms (kneeling) and Larry Stuefloten, Kan Jose Slate’s
Barstow. Calif. At Barstow, the two judoists got aboard another
traveling judoists, display one of lire holds that carried them to
in
Chicago.
at
Tournament
the quarter -finals of the
freight train going East. After peeeking into 96 freight cars, the pair
-sasartafoto by
finally found one that was empty and available for use as a place to
sleep and a way to get to Chicago.
’
Upon wakening from a nap often interrupted by the train’s
Jerky motion, the boys discovered that they were in Arizona.
They left the train at Kingman, Ariz. and ate, spending their first
amounts of money on the trip. Each carried $10.
Svensen, who has lived in each of the 48 states and also in Panwas expected, PiKA has .
etAs
ama, decided at Kingman to change their mode of travel. lie said at
grabbed a major portion of the p0the rate they were going, It would take two weeks to get to Chicago.
sitions or) the all -Greek basketThe pair decided to hitch -hike again and after 15 minutes of
San Jose State places its Nor- 1512-2,2, and COP, 18-0, at San
ball team, but ATO’s sensational
waiting, were given a ride by two men. ’’Stuey and I thought they thern California
Intercollegiate Jose Country Club on Monday.
scorer, Shelley Detrick, copped the
were gangsters because of their rough manner," Svensen reported.
golf championship on the line this
Luceti copped medalist honors
Pasatiempo Golf with a par-70 while Duino record- outstanding player award.
at
afternoon
Course in Santa Cruz.
For the first team, Detrick
ed a 71.

team on--and that sort of thing.
It pron"., to be a real rim,
The Kerosene Club found little.

rebounder, hot Ii at 6 ft. 5 in.
constitute the eltah’s height Lee
Slegission. at 6 ft., Is the clith’s
playmaker, l)amin Wihudh, at 3
ft. 11 in., is a good scorer and
tough on the L6..1 break; Dick
Zimmerman, at 5 ft. 9 in., hit
good troop the outside; and tier Drea%er, at
It 141 in.. I% an
ball handler and Mt*
In spurts.

if any opposition in its Central
League, taking both halves o pla)
without a hassle. but many onsers
era feel that the Kerosene Club
will be at a dliasityd,fvfa.
nTlahegelats7time
due to a long
this club played was the 26th of ,
last month, many -many days past
On the other side of the ledger.
Teams just don’t stay right with. Gamma Phi has five men who are
out a good vame now and then.
!, %Is feet or over. Bob Chapman, at
Gamma Phi. on the other hand. 6 ft. 4 in. is an excellent reboundhad all the competition it could er and the club’. top scorer. Tuck
handle with the Old Men. two Halsey. at 6 It 1 in., hits good
games and tuo ovei time wins. from his forward position; Leon
Gamma Phi’s last game was on Donahue. at 6 ft. 4 in., is the top
April 11 Still it is hard to deter. rehounder on the club: Bruce Lit!nine which team is the better be- tle, at 5 ft. 10 In,, is the team’s
cause there is no train that both playmaker; and Lou Stowell, at 6
It , is the playing coach.
have played
In addition, Ted Coutts. at 6 ft
is another top playmaker. and Ray
Garrison. at 5 ft. 11 in., has a terruns tonal’. Dino ’Reform’, the 1rific shooting eye.
eitili’s top rebounder and scorer.
You faits your money down anti
you takes )otir choice
and MU Sherwood, an ecellent
are on tarp,
Three other gi
but ail are playoffs to determine
Greek,chanipions. The Recreation Department
Organics for the Weittern Lea gue title, the Club III v.111 take
on the Tarter. for the Southern
League eroan iihese games are
both at 7 p.m.1 and then at N.
Tom Voight iSig .Epso and Dick
Phi
In addition Ii, tn, 4;
Underhill iPiKAI at guards.
hub tilt, the %%hailers
Kerarene
’Three men, Bob Plait, (A101.
will nieet huester’s Millis for
Jim Baer (PIKA I and Ron Riley
the Eastern Leacue champion(Sig Ens 1, made honorable menship.
tion.
On Monday night, the winners
Final Fraternity Standings:
L of the two games played tonight
11 O at 7, will meet, and the same will
PIKA
.
go for the winners of the two
10
Delta Sigs
games played at S. Then on Toes 9 2
DU .
day, these two ’Sinners will play
6 5 r for the independent leagues title,
AT()
6 5 , and after a day’s layoff, the in Sig Eps
dependent champ will meet PiKA
5
Theta (’hi
5 6 for a full -court gasser.
KA
You puts your winner down and
5 6
Sigma No
takes your money.
3 8,
Lambda Chi
Theta Ni
3 81
The

has

Kerosene

two

Mg

men, but the rest of the *quail

Bi
e hey Detrick Wins
SJS Golf Team Defends Outstanding Player Award

Intercollegiate Coron

Tough Guys .

The two men turned out to be two New York detectives who were
on vacation. The vacationing policemen were on their way to New
York City, and had just left Las Vegas where they had lost all but
$10 and a gasoline credit card.
The four got to be good friends and the detectives offered the
local lads use of their home in New York should they fail to make
connections in Chicago.
Stan and 1.arry left the policemen In Columbus, Ohio, making the trip fr
San Jose In only 79 hours. The two stayed in
bus one week, staying at the home of a friend of Svensen.
Col
They departed for Chicago on Easter Sunday, and at the end of
one ride were only 70 miles from the Windy City. A sudden snow
storm began, and the two were caught in "freezing" weather for 15
minutes with only light clothing. They arrived at Chicago at 12 midnight and spent Easter Sunday night in the Chicago Bus Depot.
In Chicago, they stayed at Svensen’s relatives’ home until Friday
morning when they met Mel Augustine. Ben Campbell, and Coach
Yosh Uchida of SJS at the Chicago Airport.

Live In Style . . .

Coach Walt McPherson will entrust an 11 -player team with the
job of preserving San Jose State’s
claim to fairways fame. Eddie Dui no and sophomore sensation Jack
Luceti form the vanguard of the
McPherson delegation.

At SJS in ’59 . . .

Badminton Signups
To End Wednesday

"Darn right," smiled Svensen when asked if he would do it over
Wednesday is the deadline for
again. "We had a very successful trip."
turning in entry blanks for the
With the exception of a few trips to Reno, the journey marked all -college badminton tournament,
the first time Steufloten has left California..
according to John Martin, member
"It was the first time," Svensen commented, that Stuey got to of the publicity committee.
see the world -from al:ioxcar."
Entry blanks should he turned
in at the recreation office. WG7.
Tliey may be picked up in WG7
Also,
The tournament will be May
);-8 from 7.11 p.m and will he open
,
to both men and women students.
To plac classifiedt, take then, to Tile, Stvdst Susie’s’ Office.
The tournament will be divided
FOR MALE
L One Eihylent - Fireplace living - into men’s singles, women’s singles,
room, study room, kit., bdrm. and
Artley, silver, guar. new garage. Phone CY 4-8607 between men’s doubles, women’s doubles
Flute
and mixed double’s.
cond. Best offer. CY 2-5340.
6 and 10.
"Students may enter more than
111 Plymouth 4-door. Good cond. Lovely front bdrm. Kit. priv. Girls.
Excel. motor. See Merl Foss at 70 May_27. CY 4-0470.
one of the tourneys," Martin
S. 14th eves.
New apartment for rent. 452 S. stated.
Wedding dress. Can be used so 4th St., San Jose, Jhone CY 4Individual awards will be given
formal. Never worn. Size 13 or 14. 5085 or AX 6-4358.
to the winners of the tourne%.
Reasonable. AL 2-5940.
Attention summer school girl stuSponsors for the tournament are
’SO Ford V-11, R&D., OD, must sell dents. Best accommodations, $25
to stay in college. 3100. See Jim per mo. Call CY 7-1504, ask for WAA. Co-Rec, Men’s Intramural
Schmidt. CY 4-0836.
Ralph or Jerry.
Department and the Recreation
Department’s leadership methods
FOR RENT
WANTED
Room and Board - $50 a month. Girls to share modern apt. Free class.
rent ’til 1st $2850 mo Phone CY
3 blks. from school. CY 5-4995.
The annual telephone bill for
Fall rental. Accommodations for 4 4-8388.
girls. Two large sunny bdrms. Pt, - TYPINti
Fast’ Neat’ Accurate! SJS averages more than $35,000
kit., bath, study, phone. Reason- Discount for uork brought early. according
to E. S. Thompson, busi(11 3-3619
able. 347 S. 12th St.
ness manager,

CLASSIFIEDS

On the second team. Lyn McCully t Delta Sigs i and Jim Colvin
(DUI were selected at forwa rds:
Bill Lamson (KAI at center and

The Chieftains of Seattle University and the Fresno State 13u11dogs are the selections of the "experts" to snatch the title currently
held by the Spartans.

The pair has been a key factor.
From F’r’iday until the conclusion of the tournament Sunday night,
in the compiling of seven victorias
Stuefloten and Svensen stayed with Coach Uchida, Campbell and Auin nine matches by the Spartans
gustine at classy Shorelancl Hotel. "We finally got to live in style,"
this season.
remarked the pair.
SJS’ team entry will be com"We went to the tournament with the idea of gaining esperplemented by four of the folience and for the thrill of being in a national esent." they said.
’Icon, Bill
liming:
Don Ka
As It turned out, both turned In outstanding performances and
West, Bob booby, Stan Giddings,
stole the spotlight from many veteran stars.
Haney Koh* and Keith RockSvensen, as a second degree brown belt, was the lowest ranking
well.
judoist in the tournament. Shiefloten was two steps higher at first
Two swinger’s not employed in
degree black belt. Before the tourney was over, tourney officials and
the squad effort will combine with
members of the honored Black Belt Assn. awarded Svensen first
a trio of frosh team members in
degree black belt on the basis of his sparkling effort.
seeking individual honors. The
Stan defeated, by throws, a first degree black belt, a second fresh scheduled to compete are
degree black, and captured a decision over a third degree black. Larry Linn Dunaway, Skip Fisk and Jim
nabbed wins over a first degree brown and a second degree black. Ile Sullivan.
drew with the eventual second place finisher.
Team standings will be deterMore than 150 judoists were enterd in the tournament from the mined by totaling the low four
United States. Hawaii. Canada and France.
scot-es of each six -player club.
The 72 -hole medal play tournament will be scored on the basis
"Next year," they declared. "we won’t have to go so far." Through of strokes for the first time. Prethe efforts of Uchida, San Jose State has been selected as the site viously, play was by match.
of the 1959 National tournament. The first national judo event in
Tournament officials expect
one of the largest fields of en1953 was held here.
trants ever to compete In the
Upon boarding a United Airlines plane to return home from
event.
Chicago, It was discos crud that the pair had 65-lbs. of luggage
San Jose enters competition
over the limit. They had the choice of paying 945 and taking the
with two recent victories under its
luggage or leaving It at the airport.
di.fented USF.
"We left it there," exclaimed Svensen. The luggage is still at the belt. The Spartans
Chicago Airport. Svensen said one of his relatives would probably
pick it up.
Spartan judo team member Jack Norton picked tip the San Jose
State delegation at the San Francisco International Airport when
they arrived from (ticago.

(ATO) and Jim Braids tEiKA)
were chosen at forwards, Tom
Louden (PIKA) ut eenter and
Gil %abating (Delta Sigs) and
Chuck Larsen
I at guards.

More than 160 golfers from 40
colleges and univerdties along
the West Coast will participate
in the tournament, sponsored by
Northern California Golfers
Assn. Action will continue tomorrow and conclude Saturday.

#’ ,

a

SJS Hitters Open
Tight Tiff in 10th
With Big Inning
San Jose State batters waited.
110 innings before taking hitting
licks at three San Francisco State
pitchers Tuesday to cop an overtime 13-2 struggle.
The winning markers w
hurried across the plate by
. booming triple off the bat of brit fielder Jim Schmiedt. Not to Is.
outdone, John Rostomily, pounded
a triple, knocking in Schmiedt
The Spartans amassed 11 runs off
11 hits in the extra frame.
The Cators crawled to a 1-0
lead in the last half of the first

SAE

2

9

Phi Sigs

O III

rATRONIZI YOUR 1
ADVIRT111111

NATURAL LOOK
CLASSICS
in
Washable and
Lightweight Suits
COTTON & DACON SUITS
from

29.95

but the spartans retaliated with
two

scores

fourth.
lltirdler-higlipimper Don Smith.
k leaped 6 ft. 6 in.
%%hi. last %%
for his all-time best effort, drills
for Saturdas’s competition agalnfor Saturdio’s meet isith Fresno
State.-Spairt a foto.

in

Jim

the
Long

top

of

the

49.95

Schmiedt isaiked and Don Christiansen blasted a diiiible to left center to knock in both runners.

Bill Leach surrendered the ty-1
ing run on tour walks broken up
by only one strikeout in the last
of the fourth. He had struck out
five and allowed three hits. Al
McIntyre made one of his infrequent relief turns and put out the
A renewal of bitter team and in- budding rally.
dividual rivalries will feature the
McIntyre blanked the Gators
’5th renewal of the San Jose
the rest of the usi%. striking mit
State -Fresno state track feud Satse% en and thing iip three blow&
urday at San Jose’s Spartan Field.
(’enter( bider If itrx
The two colleges have met 24
01%..111 the day hy cutting off the
times since their first clash in 1925
and Fresno’s 85-46 victory over the
potential winning run in the last
Spartans last
year at Fresno
of the se% ent h. Lena, Williams
brought the oval series even at 12
hail rounded third and t rying
victories each.
for II tiso
ads aster on Jim
The outstanding individual duel
Reach’s single but alas Nit (1..1%
Saturday will be between Fresno’s

Bulldogs, Spartans
Tied in Oval Series

Mike Agnatini. the compact sprinter from Trinidad. and San Jose’s
Ray Norton, whose !9.3 two weeks
ago tied the world record for the
100 yard dash.
Agostini came out on top in both
sprints last year. He took the mo
In :9.5 and the 220 in :20.4 Norton
was second in both, being limed
in the 100 at
’1.8 and the 220
at :21.4.
This year. Agostini will enter
the race as good As he ever was
while Norton, off his prelim’s 1955
performances, is better than ever.
Not only will Norton be aiming to
reverse the decisions of last year.
but also to lower Agostini’s marks,
which set two of eight meet records established in 1957.
Fresno’s Jack Wilcox, who holds
the meet record of 4:081 in the
back for another try.
mile, will
His best this year 1.% 4:11.2. Wilcox
also holds the meet SAO mark rlf
1:52.1.

ORLON IC DACRON SUITS

sing led.

by Johnson’s peg to chrktlanoien
at the plate.
Long and Christiansen paced the I
hitters with 4 for 3, while Schmiedt
cracked 3 for 4. Lefty Stan Fetterman Was the loser though it I
took a Gator combination of Phil
Paine and Jim Phinney to quell .
the uprising in the 10th.
In a non-league double -tiff the
Spartans will meet Fresno State
at Spartan Field in Friday at 1
p.m. Two more tomes are sched:
uled for Saturday with t’SF providing opposition on the same
field with starting time of for,
12:30 pm.
Coach Ed Sobezak’s pitching
staff of five should have its hands
full with four games in two layq
SJS-000 200 000 (11)-13 16
6 1
-2
SFS-100 100 000 0
teach lAcisiyi 14) and Cloistissifl
16;n 110) Kinney (10,
’Ftfrman.
Cl Souza.

DACRON & WOOL SUITS
59.95
POPLIN -COTTON &
DACRON
from

SUITS

39.95

New Shipment This Week

r
Also browse
through Our large
selection of lightweight
sportcoats and our
many new Spring
arrivals .n short
sleeve sport
and dress shirts.

SEE OUR NEW NARROW
REP/ AND CHatiiS TIES

mosher’s for men
121 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Mown tho Alltyl
OnN THURSDAY NIGHTS

TIL

9
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LOOK AWAY, DIXIE
man

World

Spartan .Sociely

By CHARLENE SHATTUCK
Society Editor

Sneaks, Dinner -Dances
Claim Sororities’ Time

ALCii S r III tint.t.A
nt to the Alpha
A t,
Chi house Monday night from thei
pledges to the actoes gave the
first clue in a hunt for the pledges. After many clues and much
hunting, the actives finally found
the pledges at the home ot Ida
Wall. A water-skiing exchange
Sunday with Delta Sigma Phi will
highlieht the oeekend.

BE A HERO!

win your block in
"ZOLOTONING"

"ZOLOTONE"Splwilsd Paint in
32 Standard Colors.

San Jose Paint &
Wallpaper Co.
Downtown, 112 S. Second
Valley Fair

Beaching?
Full Length
Cannon Terry Robe
9.95
Polished Cotton
Ivy Zipper Jacket
6.95

CY 2-1535

salads
sandwiches
fountain service
comfort clean
convenience

2

Steak Houses 2
Serve You

COLONY
195 SOUTH FIRST STREET

ANGELO’S
74 EAST SANTA CLARA

PHI MU
Phi Mu pledges carried out a
successful sneak Friday night. All
the women were invited to a party ,
at the apartment of pledge Georgie
Steel. Later in the evening, about
20 actives were captured and
gathered at Georgics home in
Menlo Park.
SIGMA KAPPA
The sisters of Sigma Kappa were
surprised Monday night with is
Oft from their housemother. It ’
was a ping pong table. Friday the
Village in San Francisco was the
scene of the Spring Dance. The
couples danced the evening away
after a smorgasbord dinner.
-

TAILOR-MADE APPAREL

COL:119

appa Alpha To Celebrate
Southern Weekend

paPtaru

Matching Slacks
5.95

Light Lunch Ladies?

ALPHA PHI
Bev Wood and Helen Barker
have been appointed Co -Rush
Chairmen. Plans are now being
made to attend the National Alpha
Phi Convention in Pasadena this
summer. The Mothers’ Club has
announced the initiation of an annual $25 scholarship award for the OffiCial
senior girl with the highest grach
Bearded men bearing gifts and bids paraded from house to house
point average.
in true southern fashion yesterday afternoon. The members of Kappa
CHI OMEGA
Alpha presented bids and storybook dolls to special Southern belles
Chi Omega held a dinner ex- for the Dixie Ball nest Saturday night.
change with the DUs Tuesday.
This evening, at the stroke of eight, the KAs will secede from the
Da n ci ng followed dinner. The Union and celebrate by having a coffee hour for the Administration,
AChiOs and the ChiOs had a bi- !members and guests.
cycle exchange at the Spartan
The official Southern Weekend begins Saturday noun, May s,
Stadium last Friday. Claire South when the KAs from SJS. and Uniia a nskaliit for SOPh 1)011. Cookie versity of California travel to the
Kason is to be the driver in the Edgewater Motel in Mat-inwiti. %.7roup
Pushcart Relays.
their advisers and alumni. Sal Cat
son Will supply the mood music on
!DELTA ZETA
1 Mrs. Cavell, Delta Zeta house - a river boat, }labor Queen, foia day of swimming and
Health problems of schools will
’ mother, was honored at a tea last lowing
interchapter conferences.
get a healthy airing this summer
’Sunday at the chapter house.
After the dance the fraternity in the Health Education Work!Spring pledge class officers are
’ Bobbie Snapp. president. and Ron- will breakfast at Fisherman’s ’shop, June 23-Aug. 1. according to
Wharf. Sunday’s schedule includes Joe H. West, dean of Educational
c’ Smathers, secretary.
more swimming, volleyball before Services and Summer Sessions,
i.AMNIA PHI BETA
the steak barbecue. According to The workshop sponsored by the
Spring pledges, are having a Bill Lamson, president of the SJS S.13 Department of Health and
pledge-active tea for all Gamma Kass, this will be the crowning Hygiene. is designed to give teaPhi Beta actives on Sunday, May touch to the weekend festivities.
chers, nurses, school administra, 4, Preparations are also underway
This is the first overnight held tors and public health personnel
for the pledge dance May 2 at the by a SJS fraternity.
the opportunity to work with nahouse.
tional, state and local ;Authorities
on school health problems. A wide
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The annual exchange between
variety of lectures, field trips, review of visual aids, laboratory exKappa Alpha Theta and Kappa
Kappa Gamma is slated for toperiments, seminars and group
morrow at the Villa Hotel in San
discussions will he provided, said
Alpha Eta Rho, meeting, today. Dean West.
Mateo. Plans are being completed
HE94.
8
p.m.
Workshop participants will refor the Father and Daughter BanBoarding House Presidents, ceive six graduate semester units
quet to be held in May.
meeting, today. TB15.3. 3:30 p.m. of credit in health education from
KAPPA DELTA
"Let’s Get Married" Series, to- the six week session he added.
Pledges at Kappa Delta internight, CH150, 7:30 p.m.
Dean West also stated that aprupted dessert last Friday evenPi Lambda, meeting, today. plications are available in the
ing to capture actives. The sneak
TB161. 3730 p.m.
Summer Sessions office and that
was held in the cabin of Toni
Pub! le Relations Committee, all applications should be sent in
Mathis in the Santa Cruz Mounmeeting.
today,
Student
Union,
to the Summer Sessions offiv by
tains.
May 15.
! Pat Naud has been elected vice 3:30 p.m.
Sports Car Club, organizational
Dr. Charlotte Wilcox, head of
’ president and Marian Gould has
meeting for anyone interested, to- the Department of Healt h and
been appointed House Manager.
day. Student Union, 2:30 p.m.
Hygiene, is director of the workKAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Tennis for all interested wo- shop.
At a scholarship dinner held remen, today, Women’s Gym, 3:30
The staff will include Dr. Marscently Sue Strahl received an
p.m.
ton Girard, Dr. Jack Smolensky
aoard for having the highest
Young Republicans, meeting, to- and Dr. Grace Forbes, all of the
, scholarship, while Gayla Benson night. T1t17, 7:30 p.m.
Department of Health and Hyreceived an award for the greatest
giene.
DEANERY BULLETIN
improvement.

To Study
Health Problems

Open 3 Nits’ M

Open Thursday ’Til

These Southern gents and belles are speeding from the Union at
S tonight with Kappa Alpha. The Dixie Ball will be held May 3
on a river boat. Looking foroard to the event are Al Petit. Canton Thomas, Rill Lamson (back row, l -r) and Joan Ellingson,
Lee Houk, Pat Means (front row, er).Spartatoto by Bob Kauth

K

Spray "lc!atone- on your bookcase
desk. chairs, or hi -fl set. Comes
equipped with
simple vacuum
cleaner attachment.
Presto! .Your dark, dreary furni4...re
will corns to life. You’ll have oarhes
galore! Youll be the -Zolotcre’
color -spray hero on campus. Betty
Coed will chase you. Joe College
wilt envy you. Don’t waif! Be a
’Zolotone- hero today.

119 S. FIRST

’ALPHA OMICRON PI
spring Cotillion takes precedence at Alpha Omicron Pi as
plans for the May 2 ment swine
into action. Walt Tolleson’s orchestra will set the mood at the
Benjamin Franklin Hotel. The purpose of the dance is to raise funds
for the AOPi na tiona I philanthropy, the Frontier Nursing Society.
Monday night brought an array
of various foods as the AOPis held
thei r semi-annual Scholarship
Dinner. Awards went to Danita
Dell’Era for the highest over-all
grade awl:age and to Dodie Davis
for the greatest improvement.
Last Sunday AOPi parents joined their daughters for the annual
Parent’s Day Dinner. The Mothers’
Club sponsored the dinner and
entertainment was given by the
girls.

Exclusive designs in the finest
English woolens for men and
wumen ... at modeJ prices.

"Be it ever so humble, there’s
no place like home." Does this describe your room? As you look
about you at the
plain walls, the
dark furniture,
the dismal ceiling do you wish
that you could
Just pack up and
:rime everything
..utside into the
beautiful spring sunshine?
The New York Times offers a
solution to the problem. All it requires is a little paste, a brush,
and some wallpaper. You are now
’ about to become an interior decorator.
Its r a s y. With gaily-colored
flowered wallpaper you can bring
the outside inside by decorating
your wastepaper baskets or the
back of your bookcase. Or if you
wish you may make two room out
of one by decorating an inexpensive screen and placing it in the
center of the room. A paper carpet on the floor both lacquered
and waxed will not -only brighten
your room but will be easy to
clean too.
I’m sure you can think of many
more ideas. So get out your scissors, go to work, and have fun.
"From Paris comes a long and
fascinating glove," reports United
Press. "It’s made of black taffeta,
topped with a large flat bow, ending with a long stream of taffeta
that floats around the shoulders
like a stole. Wear a plain long
glove on the other hand." Pretty
soon we won’t need dresses anymore!
News from Brown and Rowland,
Inc.: "So you’ve sheared off your
pony-tail, and now your best guy
is brooding over it? Take heart,
Paris courtouriers have a solution
in hand. It’s a pony-tail hat, fashioned from velvet. The cup-shaped
chapeau is topped with a long tail
of feathers that whisks out from
the crown." Now whoever heard
of a horse with feathers?
While we’re on the subject of
hair. the Chicago Daily News re minds us that the best way to
keep shiny hair shining is by
brushing it 100 strokes a day.
(This also develops arm muscles.)
*
Good Housekeeping re por ts
"Checkerboard towels are the
latest rage with sunlazers ... they
come with big checkers -if you
must play chess, bring your own
pieces . .." This is a fine idea, only
what does one sit on while one’s
using the towel for a checkerboard?

Beta Pi Ch apter
To Initiate Members
N ew

Active and alumnae members of
the 30 Club, women’s journalism
organization, will .be initiated into
the new SJS Beta Pi Chapter of
Theta Sigma Phi, national honorary professional fraternity for women in journalism, during chartering ceremonies Saturday at 1:30
p.m. in the Campus Chapel,
Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon, associate professor of journalism and
education and adviser to the 3e
Club, said yesterday that 19 active
and five alumnae members of the
Home Economics Cafeteria
Coop-9th and San Fernando Sts. club would be initiated.
The initiating officer will be
Entrees:
Entrees:
30 cents Baked meat loaf
Beef stew and noodles
40 cents Mrs, V. M. Hanks of San FranI
30 cents Ravioli
Meat loaf and gravy
40 cents cisco, regional director of Theta
Plate lunch
.55 cents Plate lunch
55 cents Sigma Phi. An informal reception will follow in the Student
Union.
Laughter From Olympus
The first business item for the
new chapter will be to delegate
someone for the national convention in Des Moines, Iowa, in June,
according to Mrs. Spurgeon.

F-a, further information or slidiolattrannta
c*, RALPH PARKER Cypress left9113

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The annual Apache Dance once
again will be sponsored by Alpha
Tau Omega, Ranchos Alemitos
near Almaden has been chosen
as the site for the Saturday night
dance.
DELTA SIGMA Pill
Twelve candidates for "King
Neptune’s Bride" will be honored
by the Delt a Sigma Phi PreSailors’ Ball at Havenly Foods
Saturday night. The "Bride" will
reign over the Sailors’ Ball, May
10 at the San Francisco Rowing
Club.
Past -president Dick Dickson and
new initiate Mike Colby were
whisked away by the pledge class
last Thursday. The two actives
were held in a cabin 40 miles south
of Fort Bragg for 29 hours.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Paul Bush has entered the Delta
Gamma Anchor Man Contest as
Phi Sigma Kappa’s candidate.
Slated for Friday is the "Mad Desire" Dance at Havenly Foods.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Sigma Kappa and Pi Kappa Alpha plan a philanthropy exchange
at Milpitas Alms House Sunday
under the chairmanship of Nick
Peters.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Reno bound last weekend for
the province Kappa Convention

were Clem McCarthy, John Murray, Sid Thompson and Pete
Crandall. Fraternity problems
were discussed and a banquet was
held at the Mapes Hotel,
SIGMA CHI
Sneaking away with three Sigma Chi actives, Jim Daneri. Lloyd
Minney and Bob Wright, the pledges headed for Davenport Beach
in Santa Cruz following the Beachcombers Ball.
Sigma Chi chapters at SJS and
University of California will hold
a joint swimming party, dance and
barbecue at the home of a Cal
member, Saturday.
SIGMA NU
Three spring functions topped
the agenda of Monday night’s
meeting at Sigma Nu. Planned for
the remaining months are an exchange with Alpha Chi Alpha of
San Francisco State College, Sunday, the spring pledge dance and
Push Cart Relays.
Pete Tither has been added to
the rank of pledges this semester
and Jerry Howard is the newly
elected pledge president.

Committees Complete
Plans for Site, Band
For Military Dance
Final plans for the 11th Annual
Military Ball Friday, May 2 at the
Villa Hotel in San Mateo have
been completed, according to
chairmen 011ie Guinn and Bob
Pianalto.
Under the co-sponsorship of the
Army and Air Force ROTC units.
the ball will feature the music of
Johnny Vaughn.
Six two-man committees have
been in charge of the varied arrangements in preparation for the
annual event.
Band selection was under the direction of Angelo Guttadauro and
Fred Bohmfalk; ballroom, Ron
Ellice and Dave Parker; queen contest, Hugh Scott and Danny
VanCleave; bids, Richard Rose
and Larry Stahl; sales, Mary
DelChiaro and Bob Pianalto, and
publicity, Bill McLean and Al (Y5
taviano.

SUITCASES
FOOTLOCKERS
PACKING TRUNKS
BRIEF CASES
ZIPPER BAGS
CAR SACKS
SAMSONITE VOGUE
AEROPAK

MARCHICK’S
223 S. First CY

Police Problem
Chi Pi Sigma fraternity will hold
its scimesterly police problem at
507 N. 3rd St. Saturday, at 8 a m,
The pledges will com mit a
"crime" which the active members, organized to operate an a
small police department, will attempt to solv e. They will use
methods of police science learned
t college.
If the actives are unable to
outwit the pledges by 5 p.m. Saturday, the pledges will he declared
victories over the active members.

Rent a Tandem
(A, b;cycl boll for two)
PAUL’S CYCLES_ _
1435 The Alameda
CY 34714

2-7969

Pepper Tree Inn
60 Units and Apartments
Coffee Shop Rostaurenj
Heated Swimming Poor
Free TV and Room Phones
2112 S. FIRST STREET

Yaldo’s Lasagna
Complete 95c Meal
Dinners $1.35 op
PEPPER TREE INN
2060 S. FIRST STREET

PAPERBACKS
We have a
LARGE SELECTION
ANCHOR ROOKS
VIKING PORTABLES
COMPASS BOOKS
OXFORD GALAXY
UNIVERSAL LIBRARY
PETER PAUPER

janko’5
Manzanita Room
Feeling LOW After

a BIG night?
Chuck

Wagon Breakfast
a -La Waldorf

Eirery Sunday l l 2
19 N. Market
CY 3-1695

See

ill it.s a !I’s
77 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Your Roos Representative:
Doug Miller
Sherry Robinson
Bill Young
Bill Moore

and the Ilyln, Is easy
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Fraternities Announce
Dinners, Exchanges

In new sun-striped

jamaicas
of combed cotton turf cloth
that washes and resists
wrinkles and spots
ID to IS.
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